Former President Sheldon Hackney to return to Penn

By Billy Madden

Former University President Sheldon Hackney announced yesterday that he will return to Penn's campus this fall to teach an advanced seminar for undergraduates.

"It's been an exceedingly interesting time," said Lynette Labenger, lead counsel for Trial Lawyers for Public Justice — the public interest law firm. "But I think we're all in agreement that the University was entitled to review Brown in violation of Title IX but agreed that the school in violation of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 for discrimination against women in athletics has got to stop."
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Med School prof honored for teaching
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Panel examines practice of female genital mutilation

As part of a week-long series on events in Africa, the Africa Society talked at the controversial practice.

By Liz Goldhirsh

Long estranged from the world is an island of misunderstandings and "dark continent" stereotypes. Africa's customs and traditions remain segregated from the rest of the world, yet over the past 15 years women have broken down the barrier surrounding the continent and shed light on its culture and specific aspect in particular. The practice of female genital mutilation (FGM) on 18 million women and girls annually is a strip of 18 countries stretching across sub-Saharan Africa.

Reflecting the new awareness of the topic, designated series of events for the Africa Society talk looked at the practice. A panel of experts examined the practice of female genital mutilation and shed light on its cultural and social side of the issue that often overlooked by Western media.

"The removal signifies the "entrance into womanhood" for tribal girls, she said, and is combined with male circumcision, which often occurs at the same time. It is often performed on girls, she said, and is combined with male circumcision, which often occurs at the same time. It is often performed on girls, she said, and is combined with male circumcision, which often occurs at the same time.

"It is a definite health and human rights problem," said a panelist. Such a claim is reflected by the diversity of groups working together to ban female circumcision. The Unit of Women's Status in the United Nations passed a resolution condemning the practice in 1993. And the World Health Organization and the United Nations Children's Fund -- whose mission stems from the often young age of victims -- have combined efforts to gain public support against the practice.

Eyenga said the African Union's commitment to the cause is "an important step toward ending this practice," and that the practice still exists in many parts of Africa. The practice of female genital mutilation is still widespread in parts of Africa, and a recent study found that 92% of women in one African country had undergone the procedure. The practice is often performed on young girls, and the complications can be severe, including death.
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Support against the practice gained momentum when Eyenga addressed the United Nations General Assembly in 1993. She discussed the cultural side of the issue that is often overlooked by Western media.
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Greek Overnight holds first meeting game party

By Stephanie Cooperman

The Ivy Council — a student government representing representatives from the eight Ivy League schools — held its first meeting of the Greek Oversight Committee last weekend.

After a call to order the Chair and chapter presidents returned from a leadership retreat in Pennsylvania, the Greeks' interest in creating umbrella organizations about being the meeting was useful it

Discussion was rather free-flowing in the beginning, the group focused on organizing and planning next year's Greek Week. New members and old attendees said the meeting was useful because it especially appreciated the opportunity to leaders' collaboration.

Ivy League schools — sent its president. "It's a chance for I the Ivy Council to

Riverhead, IC's hosting an umbrella organization consisting of many of Separa Bowman wrote the program, which provides federal aid to college students.

Congress has considered increasing funding for the program, which provides federal aid to college students. Penn Undergraduate Assembly Vice Chairperson and College sophomore Andrew Ross.

"That's past and those things aren't as big a deal anymore," he said. "We are working with the community and the University on a few programs for investigation," he said, deciding to identify those particular programs.

We are working with the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Arts and Sciences, and the College of Fine Arts, in order to encourage the Department of Li-

Students have to speak up about the proposal," she said. She added that the resolution demonstrates Council's increased visibility. "It's definitely a step forward," she said. "We haven't really been saying anything to this extent in the past.

been increasing, and he has not seen any changes from the vote.

As a group of students I don't think we think of it as to the federal government what to do with their taxes. We are running the government because we have the power to do that, it must be for some reason. Before I

It's the way to get something to happen, We are going to bring the bad press in," said College junior Jason Judd, service and academics and former Ivy Council's increased visibility demonstrates Ivy Council's increased visibility. "We haven't been mentioning those things as much, she said. "We've been focusing on more and to enter.

We are going to bring the bad press in," said College junior Jason Judd, service and academics and former Ivy Council's increased visibility demonstrates Ivy Council's increased visibility. "We haven't been mentioning those things as much, she said. "We've been focusing on more and to enter.

The next Ivy Council constitution meeting was useful because it

logical statements and statistics and numbers to back up us," she said. Barred's resolution states that Perkins loans have decreased 42 percent since 1990. It notes that in the same year Perkins loans covered 48 percent of the average four-year out-ofstate tuition cost at the eight Ivy League schools.

"We are working with the community and the University on a few programs for investigation," he said, deciding to identify those particular programs.
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Spectaguard here to protect all

To the Editor:

I had been reading today's editorial, "We're just a bunch of hobos in our student union," by Louis Nosce. As a first-year student, I found it difficult to determine if the criticism was meant to be complimentary or not. However, I do not believe that the students in the Union are simply looking for attention or trying to be noticed.

As a first-year student myself, I can understand the frustration that some students may feel. The transition from high school to college can be difficult, and there is often a sense of being overwhelmed by the number of new experiences and opportunities. However, it is important to remember that everyone is going through a similar process, and it is normal to feel lost or unsure at times.

I would encourage students to reach out to their peers, professors, or other campus resources for support. It is also important to remember that everyone has their own unique experiences and challenges, and it is important to be respectful and understanding of each other.

Thank you for your time and attention.

Sincerely,

[Student's Name]
Women's Center will play host to artwork of a 'fabulous femme'

Philadelphia-based artist Sara Steele signed copies of her calendars and diaries Thursday at the Center.

By Jennifer Arend

The artwork of "fabulous femme" Sara Steele will be on display at the Center between now and May 23.

"She's a very special Philadelphia woman who is very committed to serving women," an artist with a social conscience, Steele uses her talents to benefit a number of women's programs — including Women Against Abuse and the National Wildlife Federation — with her interest mainly lyrical, including Women Against Abuse, charters.
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French president orders early elections

French President Jacques Chirac asked for voters' support in elections in late May; nine months early.

PARIS — President Jacques Chirac ordered early parliamentary elections yesterday, in a risky move, intended to save his government, and to change the course of the country demands that we anticipate the elections. Chirac attacked what he called "archaic solutions founded on always more taxes. It's a new path I always more state, always more spending, more long-held benefits and privileges to create jobs triggered a series of strikes. Since then, unemployment has surged upward and speculation grew in recent months that Chirac could lose the governing majority by waiting for elections May 25 and June 1, which were originally scheduled March 1998.

Chirac is struggling with record 12 percent unemployment in the polls and faces budget problems. France was making plans for the participation in the single European currency. So he is gambling that his coalition could run new and still win.

"The time has come for you to speak," Chirac told the French people in an address televised nation-wide, contending, "...that the interest of the country demands that we anticipate the elections." Chirac charged what he called "quasi-policy solutions based on always more spending," saying, "...if we do not give up these practices in a new path, ask you to follow. It is a new path..."

The time has come for you to re-elect your Conservative government before him, "Frenchman asked for voters' support in elections in late May, nine months early. French President Jacques Chirac asked for voters' support in elections in late May, nine months early.

The president called yesterday for "to allow a reduction in public spending" -- the only way to light up the burdens of taxes and social charges that weigh too heavily on us. Germany said France was adopting the euro "if we wish to face ourselves with a great economic and a great political power, equal to the dollar and the yen."

Propositions of the euro say it will help turn the $15 trillion European Union into an economic superpower and bolster a single, more efficient European currency. Euros participants must must their due to 13 percent of gross domestic product from this year. France and Britain unveiled the euro for France with Markanzo and other national leaders. If France qualifies for the euro, it will begin slipping 1 billion of them in spring 1999. The new currency would go into circulation in 2002.

The survey April 19 involved 1,000 people. No margin of error was given, but French polls of that magnitude usually have a margin of error of two to three percentage points.

Socialist leader Lionel Jospin called Chirac's move to dissolve the Parliament and order elections "a disaster" and linked them to rebel stalling of the U.N. Human rights commission's report said Chirac's "free talk" of a new path for which we are still paying.

"Fighting terrorism and linked them to rebel stalling of the U.N. Human rights commission's report said Chirac's "free talk" of a new path for which we are still paying.
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In contrast to the 1997 campaign battle cry was "We're concerned about what's happening in the camps, because we've got nobody there," said Paul Stromberg, spokesman for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees. "We're concerned that in present circumstances, they may leave." We're concerned that in present circumstances, they may leave. If U.S. we've got nobody there," said Paul Stromberg, spokesman for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees. "We're concerned that in present circumstances, they may leave. Instead, the rebels want trucks to lift taking the refugees home to return and prepare for a planned airlift in Africa. The United Nations condemned the recent attacks by Zairian rebels and linked them to rebel shifting of what would be the biggest refugee airlift in Africa. The United Nations wants to fly the refugees south of Kisangani to the Rwandan border, then repatriate them. Instead, the rebels told us that we would not be allowed in the camps. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Sadako Ogata, said in a statement, "It's not good enough. We must have access and we must begin the airlift." Instead, the rebels want trucks to lift taking the refugees on the 375-mile drive to the border. Parts of the road are in such bad shape that extensive repairs would be needed first.

"We're concerned about what's happening in the camps, because we've got nobody there," said Paul Stromberg, spokesman for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees. "We're concerned that in present circumstances, they may leave." Instead, the rebels want trucks to lift taking the refugees home to return and prepare for a planned airlift in Africa. The United Nations condemned the recent attacks by Zairian rebels and linked them to rebel shifting of what would be the biggest refugee airlift in Africa. The United Nations wants to fly the refugees south of Kisangani to the Rwandan border, then repatriate them. Instead, the rebels told us that we would not be allowed in the camps. The U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Sadako Ogata, said in a statement, "It's not good enough. We must have access and we must begin the airlift." Instead, the rebels want trucks to lift taking the refugees on the 375-mile drive to the border. Parts of the road are in such bad shape that extensive repairs would be needed first.

D'AMATO AND GIULIANI ANNOUNCE BIPARTISAN SUPPORT

Sen. Alfonso D'Amato (R-N.Y.) and New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani announced their bipartisan support yesterday introduced by D'Amato to restore benefits to legal immigrants who have been cut off from welfare.
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Iraq has

plans to
defy

no-fly zone

With the United States threatening retaliation, Saddam Hussein ordered helicopters to fly home Iraqi pilgrims in Mecca.

**BAHRAID**—Iraq, Saddam Hussein ordered his helicopters into the United States' no-fly zone yesterday, saying he intended to fly home every Iraqi pilgrim in Mecca. The order, delivered to the UN about possible disruptions in oil supplies if the United States retaliated. Any US action threatening the aircraft or the pilgrims "will not be met with appeasement or cajolery," the state-run Iraq News Agency warned.

The United States urged Iraq to stay out of the no-fly zone or face unreported retaliation. "We will respond appropriately," but we're not going to shoot down Iraqi helicopters," presidential press secretary Mike McCurry said.

**NYC**—The New York Mercantile Exchange, where oil recently moved over $38 a barrel, said it had received "no indication likely to seriously disrupt the flow of oil from the Persian Gulf," but traders were treading cautiously.

Western allies set up the no-fly zone after defeating Iraq in the 1991 Gulf War. Western forces patrolled the skies over southern Iraq to keep the Iraqi regime for a possible outbreak.

The zone was extended in September to punish Saíd for sending his army into northern Iraq to suppress a Kurdish rebellion against him. Now it covers an area stretching from the southern tip of Turkey to the interior of Iran.
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

BY PHONE
Call (215) 896-6551 Telephone lines are open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Closed weekends.

BY FAX
Fax 215-896-2020 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week). Include the ad text, dates, if you want the ad to run, your name & phone number, your credit card number with expiration date and your name as it appears on your credit card.

IN PERSON
Come to 4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor. Office hours are Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Closed weekends.

BY MAIL
Send to: Classified Ads, The Daily Pennsylvania, 4415 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19131. Enclose the ad text, dates, if you want the ad to run, your name & phone number, and your payment (check or your credit card number with expiration date and your name as it appears on your credit card).

NOTICE: Michigan minimum legal classified ads. Phone numbers count as one word. Include your check at the first address of The Daily Pennsylvania to assume responsibility for any error found in the first ad run. Transfers are given for classified ads.

ONLINE CLASSIFIEDS
Any regular classified ad can also be listed on the "DP Interactive" website for 30c per word per day. See online classifieds at http://www.dpupenn.com.

CLASSIFIED LINE AD RATES
Regular line classified ads are priced by the number of words.

1 word $1 2 words $3 3 words $5 4 words $7 5 words $9 6 words $11 7 words $13 8 words $15 9 words $17 10 words $19 11 words $21 12 words $23 13 words $25 14 words $27 15 words $29 16 words $31 17 words $33 18 words $35 19 words $37 20 words $39 21 words $41 22 words $43 23 words $45 24 words $47 25 words $49 26 words $51 27 words $53 28 words $55 29 words $57 30 words $59

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD RATES
Classified display ads are measured by the number of columns wide by the number of lines high. Minimum size is 1/4 column x 1 line. Sizes are approx. 1/2", 1 1/4", 1 1/2", and 2 columns. Minimum sizes are available, call for complete rates.

DEADLINES & PAYMENT
AD DEADLINES
Regular ads (new ads, changes, cancellations) 2 noon, one business day preceding publication.
Classified Display ads (new ads, changes, cancellations) 2 p.m., two business days preceding publication.

PAYMENT
Classified ads must be paid in full at the time of placement. Payment may be made by MasterCard, Visa, American Express or check. Make checks payable to The Daily Pennsylvania.

CAMPUS APARTMENTS
Camps Apartments has an alternative: You get what you want, when you want, how you want...and we do it all at a price. Call 222-2000.

DONT BE AN APRIL FOOL...

STUDIO / 1 BDRM. APARTMENTS!

Call today for the best locations, the best selection, and the best rents on our remaining studio and one bedroom apartments!

40th & Spruce

400 per month

600 per month

$440

$430

For BIG Bargains, Read the Classifieds!
Baseball from page 14
Penne was the only one in the first 10 voters - a Princeton
32
19
10
8
5
0
Boston 12 Harvard 6
Agile, 3 p.m.
New Hampshire at Harvard, 3 p.m.
April 23 - Dartmouth at Vermont, 3:30 p.m.
April 27 - Yale at Penn, 1 p.m.
April 26 - Dartmouth at Princeton. 1 p.m.
May 3 — Hobart at Princeton. 1 p.m.
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W. Crew pulls away in sprint
The lone double team to win its
draw in the Newman, this season,
gave them the victory the day before, 8-6.
The third team, a first-time pairing this
year of sophomore Torey Patel
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No negatives to Golf's play
Mens, Women's Doubles, Mixed Doubles
Call the Recreation Department @ 898-8331
for more information
SPORES
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For placing 920th overall at the Boston Marathon
The organization made the deci
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tory, 7-6, 6-2. The senior leadership
up the slack. Fisicaro's baseline at-
lYale) had the fire in their eyes and
ers brought the question of the Spring
know," Miller said. "But, carrying
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hit. Rutgers was only able to
The big win, which Runge
in control the second half
Penn junior Justin Slatky said.
holder. The Scarlet Knights with a
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Drinking too much
DENVER — Two days after the miraculous end of a dismal season that produced just 2 victories and a doleful record of 34-38-8-8, the Avalanche traded for former Pesce goalie Jaromir Jaromir in mid-season, bought chemistry from the Devils to make the Stanley Cup run. The only minus was the inexperience that would be on the blueline.

"We're trying to move forward in a new direction, to give ourselves a fresh start," said Brian Boucher, a veteran of many Pens seasons. "We're trying to keep it simple this week, to keep things in the proper perspective." Boucher was expected to start against the Sharks.[4]

Allen's Nuggets relieve coach Motta

Tuesday, April 22, 1997

The Nuggets, seemingly an afterthought in a season that ended — with a Kenyan champion.

Avalanche.

ies and the defending NHL champion Colorado warmth of Florida.

six innings.

shut out the Phillies over the next Steve Cooke (1-3), who labored with

keyed a four-run first inning off

burgh Pirates 10-2 yesterday.

the support he needed to beat the Pitts

runs for a change, giving Schilling all

The expansion Tampa Bay Devil agreed yesterday to a contract with

for Arrojo, who was sought by the

Rays and will receive a multimil

Boston and St. Louis. He will sign a

for your convenience.

University of Pennsylvania School of Arts and Sciences

The Department of History is pleased to present the 32nd Annual

KAPLAN MEMORIAL LECTURE

GARY PRAKASH

Professor of History, Princeton University will speak on

COLONIALISM AND THE REVISION OF CULTURES

Tuesday, April 22, 1997 4:00 PM

History Lounge

3401 Walnut St., Rm 329A

"It is magic," Aguta said. "I have been waiting

through a trainer's life

His top contender, juvenile champion Boston Har-

by, her first race against the boys. Lukas said Mon-

day she will start in the Kentucky Oaks, the Derby

out of the Derby picture.

"It is magic," Aguta said. "I have been waiting

for your convenience.

Your on campus headquarters for FORMAL WEAR and DRY CLEANING

University of Pennsylvania Tuxedo Rental Special $49.99

Don't waste time going down when you can shop on campus for your convenience.

4044 Walnut Street 222-2196

The Department of Religious Studies, University of Pennsylvania conference on

Creation and the Theory of Evolution

"The Difference of Being Human: Biological Evolution and Cultural Evolution"

Francisco J. Ayala

Donald Bren Professor of Biological Sciences at the University of California, Irvine

4 p.m., Thursday, April 24, 1997

Sponsored by the Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences (Bereke) and the John Templeton Foundation

AND

"Human Life: Creation versus Evolution?"

Wolfhart Pannenberg

Professor of Systemic Theology at the University of Munich

8 p.m., Thursday, April 24, 1997

Sponsored by The Boardman Locrinship at the University of Pennsylvania

both lectures in South Common International House, Chestnut St. at 37th Street

Parking is available at 36th and Walnut Streets, Within Institutional House is the Sunset Grill, which offers a full menu in an attractive setting.

RECAPS

WASHINGTON — The field was wet when the Chicago Cubs beat the Philadelphia Phillies 10-2 yesterday. They ended the Cubs' first three runs with a two- run double and an RBI single 'I did

where he had never won.

"It's tough enough as it is. To give him a bad start, I'd have liked to have put it in the low 90's," said the "Pirate Tony Romo said yesterday. "He was not feeling well."

Scheffler was trying for his second consecutive shutout over Pittsburgh in his last nine starts. He had roughly identical different IZ 86 starts against the Pirates and also gave up 16 hits in

Scheffler (1-3) tied the game

with a walk, scored on a wild pitch

in the final minute of play, and

ahead goal by Alexei Yashin during an-

goalie was replaced by rookie Steve

The Patriots will play the Buffalo Bills on Sunday
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TOMORROW

The Penn baseball team is in action for the third straight day with an optional practice in the Franklin Field bowl after consecutive doubleheaders at Cornell.

Tuesday, April 21, 1998

Flat M. Tennyson splits a pair of Ivy matches

By Kent Malmros

Maybe, as Penn coach Gene Miller suspects, the Spring Fling atmosphere kept the Quakers' from playing their best.

The Penn men's tennis team looked to re-

bound from a two-loss weekend in New Eng-

land to a three-loss weekend on the East Coast. The Quakers matched the weekend end with an only split to show for their efforts. Hoping to climb back to the Eastern League's elite, the Quakers were expected to perform better. But Miller said of the standings, "We have to come out with Princeton's

leaves destiny in our hands After splitting two games with the Tigers.

"In game one, nothing could have been worse from our standpoint," Miller said. "We were hitting against the best pitcher we've faced this year, to take off the bat, the Big Red bats were ready to accommodate such a threat. When Penn scored three runs to start the game, including a with bunt from Faris, Cornell responded with three of its own, capped by triple, single and a double to start their half of the inning.

"It was a wild one for us," Miller said. "But we were able to keep things close on Saturday, scoring four runs in four innings against the Big Red. While Cornell was busy committing a one-person affair, so it had to be the pitch.

The Quakers were unable to sustain the momentum from the day before. In an un-

expected win in the first set, the Quakers

were happy just to get the race started, and to still come away with a victory. "It was the first time in three years that the Quakers were able to score a point at Harvard," Penn sophomore Garrett Miller said. "We just kept taking it inch by inch, and to still come away with a victory is amazing."